Notes for Gibson Girls Website – First Draft
•

Header image could be a little bit smaller/shorted—when you open up the website all
you see is the image and the title, nothing at the bottom indicating there is information
below. You could crop the bottom of the image so you can see the “Overview” section
beginning, guiding the eye down clearer

•

Top edge of header image doesn’t match the white of the background, you can kind of
see a line where the image stops. Would it be possible to go into Photoshop and just
white out the edge to make it seamless?

•

Font size could be a little smaller for the desktop paragraphs—they should definitely be
smaller for the mobile sizes.

•

When you start pushing in the width of the browser, the images immediately start
sliding to be small pretty quickly, especially next to the font size—make sure these
elements are balanced in scale

•

Footer caption text should be smaller (footer box itself could probably be not as tall
since it has little text)

•

Header title on the gallery page is much larger than the one on the home page, title on
the gallery overlaps the image, make sure both pages match

•

Gallery “Back” buttons—I feel like they should be in the same visual language as the
Gallery button on the home page, with the boxes around them and centered. I like how
the “Home” button looks at the bottom—you can make that the same top and bottom
of the gallery. It is nice you have buttons at the top and bottom, so you don’t have to
scroll all the way back up.

•

The top gallery button could also have more padding above and below.

•

The bottom Home button should be in the regular body space, not the footer, to keep
the visual language the same as the home page.

•

Footer on gallery is not the same as the one on the homepage—make sure they match
in height and both have the citations.

•

Captions on the gallery page – maybe only make the image names italic, leave Gibson’s
name regular? Caption font size could also be a touch smaller.

•

There is a ton of empty space underneath the gallery, I didn’t even scroll down all the
way to see the footer because I thought it was over. Would you be able to take out this
empty space?

•

Great job!!!

